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We are coming towards the end of the 2016 mapping season, and I thought it useful to do a
quick review or progress and issues to show how we are ge>ng along, where the pinch
points are and what can be done about it.
A lot has been happening across the board; It was an uncertain start to the mapping
season, but by reviewing the work of each surveyor as shown below I have realised that we
have moved on a very long way and we remain on target.
I have been distracted a bit by organising addiDonal aspects of the work but the whole
corpus has disDnctly moved forward very well as a result , such that I have been able to
allocate new areas for survey , and with excellent co-operaDon from the Woolhope/U3A/
EHT organised by Moira Jenkins some criDcal ‘ zoning’ work has been done through coordinated fossil hunDng expediDons.
Other opportuniDes have arisen, like the sudden arrival of the Elan Valley Aqueduct Project,
and Cambridge University Library ﬁnally tracking down the thesis by Nancy Kirk. Also I have
been able to link up with Joe Bo>ng and Lucy Muir who have been studying the area on the
Western Edge of the map near Llandegeley Rocks, mostly from a Palaeontological point of
view. They are helping by pu>ng names to graptolites, and providing a li]le extra input to
ﬁnd idenDfy localiDes. Robin Cocks [BMNH] has sent me his research material on the
Llandovery of the area around Nash.
Also Rhian Kendal of BGS, had been allocated a bit of ﬁeld Dme to survey H1, but has made
li]le progress to date due to other duDes.
On the whole BGS is a passive ‘partner’ , although I was approached earlier in the year to
co-host a meeDng of the Ludlow Research Group , however the progress of the mapping
project has priority over a ﬁeld trip which would divert our meagre resources. BGS
Archives, have been quite helpful in sourcing the surrounding area ﬁeld slips, and it is now
established that there is no other perDnent informaDon apart from Borehole Records that
we can rely upon for our invesDgaDon, but I do have to go to Keyworth to get it.
[Stop press, at of the Dme of wriDng, 16th October 2016, an e-mail dated of March 2016,
has been passed on to me from TVGS from David Bate of BGS – oﬀering his ﬁeld slips for
the NE corner of the map, with bibliography – my maxim that informaDon is like treacle sDll
holds].
Both Neil Raha and Ingrid Darnley are out of acDon, and have not been able to progress
their sheets, and so I shall be considering how to best get those areas done now, something
will turn up it usually does.

The general status [based upon a best guess from conversaDons] of each of the 1:10 000
sheet areas is as follows:

Looking at the progress of each of the surveyors sheet areas:
I have ﬁnished the survey of Radnor Forest RF3 and 4 , except that I sDll have to get a ﬁx on
the Dme zone around the north eastern edge of the map. A sample of rock is with the
Natural History Museum for micropalaeontological analysis. I also am awaiDng the detailed
notes from Alan Wya] to the North of RF to see how the sequence ﬁts together. The
Palaeontological ‘Team’ has undertaken a number of very producDve searches and that has
resolved the outstanding uncertainDes that I did have.
I can now start to build a fair copy hypothesis map of most or Radnor Forest, but the
relaDonship with rocks beneath and to the east and west of the hills remain sketchy. To the
east I am relying upon work done by Paul Bate and to some degree by Nancy Kirk, but I
would prefer to replicate some of her observaDons to be safe.
So then I began to map RF1 and 2, thinking that it would probably be too diﬃcult to get it all
done this year, but then surprised myself and have been able to move it on very well in
recent weeks and for the most part have been able to map most of it, I sDll need to sit down
quietly to write it all up carefully, to idenDfy any gaps in my knowledge.

On RF1 and 2 there is a strong disjuncDon between Silurian and Ordovician Rocks, the
later which turn out to be a thick sedimentary sequence of volcaniclasDc rocks [tuﬀ] and
lava, but this is quite diﬃcult going ground mostly on foot, but so very diﬀerent from the
geology we are seeing on the rest of the sheet. However rock type becomes an issue here,
as ﬁne grained igneous rock and tuﬀ can be quiet diﬃcult to diﬀerenDate without a
microscope, so I am looking for quick and cheap ways to make up petrological slides.
Once that is done I will then turn my a]enDon to H1.

Apparently igneous , with warped columnar joints, the point shown is the dip given on the
OT Jones survey, but if this is a tuﬀ then the bedding might be more as shown in foreground.

Also I have been monitoring the progress of the Elan Valley Aqueduct Project at Bleddfa,
the Site Engineer has allowed me to visit regularly , and has kept me informed of drilling
condiDons. The best rock though is not out of the tunnelling machine as there is no rock
face to see, its just ground up slurry coming out of the tunnel. The best part is the rock
which was broken out to get the tunnelling machine in and out. This had me puzzled for a
while as it looks like Bailey Hill FormaDon, which came out ﬁrst, then dark microlaminated
ﬂags [Knucklas Castle FormaDon] …. But that is apparently the wrong way around. Has the
BHF been moved from somewhere else ? that is quite possible of course. But then I spent

some Dme hammering a pile of rocks and discovered that this material appears to be
younger , as indeed it should be [principle of superposiDon] and so is there a facies just
above the Knucklas Castle FormaDon that reverts to a BHF type faces! Signiﬁcantly this
material also contains a ‘gingerbread’ rock light rich reddish brown, perhaps li]le ﬂushes of
terrestrial material that I am seeing elsewhere in younger rocks.

Bo@om of piles on Dark microlaminated siltstone – 8 metres below the surface

The ﬁrst out of the trench – Bailey Hill FormaHon ?? Note that the cobble is rounded.

The EVA have also provide me with all the site invesDgaDon reports for this site and around
Knighton, where I noDce that they are sDll drilling, so it’s worth popping in to have a quick
look whilst the opportunity exists.
Forestry Commission Wales are sDll stripping trees in the area, and this conDnues to provide
lots of opportuniDes to get at fresh exposures.
Paul Bate started the year with a broken ankle and was back surveying by mid year, and
indeed ﬁnished oﬀ his sheets PR1 and 2. Samples and photographs demonstrate that
there is clear variaDon in the microlaminated facies, indeed it may be possible to
demonstrate that the equivalent to the BHF just ﬁzzles out … thus we would be talking
about lobes of sandy material in places, and not in others, so not quite a delta but ﬁngers of
sediment running east to west.
Paul is now looking in parDcular now for evidence of exposures of Wenlock Mudstone, a
parDcularly gooey material when it was aid down as it seems to be stretched and wrinkled at
the Dme of deposiDon.
We have now agree that once that is ﬁnished then he will go on to survey BH1 and 2.
Adrian Wya], has also made very good progress, most of the sheet H2 has been covered,
and again he is looking at detail, and I have allocated a further sheet to him BH4.
In parDcular he has found a lot of evidence for the ‘ Pontesford Disturbance’ and it would
seem to come a lot closer to the northern edge of the Radnor Forest than previously
supposed.. He has proved the existence of ‘Platyschima’ on the northern edge of RF, and
that nails it for me, the top of the Hills there expose Pridoli as I expected.

View along the Pontesford Disturbance from near Penybont [ from West]

Bailey Hill FormaHon verHcal in the core of Pontesford Disturbance
He also reports green micaceous sandstone, but probably not quite where I was expecDng
it, and so I can’t wait to see his ﬁeld slips, photos and samples to make sense of that.
Mike Brooks, has completed a large proporDon of BU1 and CL2 , and we reviewed some of
his ﬁndings, indeed I followed in his footsteps to do one part of a traverse, and yet again
that intriguing rock type …’gingerbread’ made another appearance. Here the Bailey Hill
FormaDon has been mapped to north [Montgomery] but it does not look like it does to the
west of our sheet.
There is some more work to be done here to try to diﬀerenDate these rock types, and
especially mark up the ﬁeld slips so that we can be clear about what has been observed.
Again, this is a quesDon of not jumping to conclusions about a rock name before we have
the evidence, photos, samples etc. In order to assist in the clariﬁcaDon , Mike has
extended his area of Survey a li]le further to the West onto KN2.
This is complicated territory in the vicinity of the Church Stre]on Fault , lots of woods and
vales, but already we don’t appear to agree with the structure posited by Stamp in 1918, but
then we have the advantage of more recent surveys to the North, and google earth.
Most of Mikes photographs are on the Knighton Map System , and demonstrate the
dramaDc scenery, and is very helpful at ge>ng an overview of the area, however to make
sense of all of that the ﬁeld slips are being compiled with all the data on them. This became
most apparent to me when I did a lightning trip to one of his traverses, as I found that I
could not interpret the 3D relaDonships from the screen without going into the ﬁeld.
John Mosley, has been staying in the area of Lingen for a week here and there with his wife,
and they were doing that again this October . Whence he will probably have ﬁnished oﬀ

the sheets HA1 and PR3. If so, and he is willing then he could move on to take over KN1
and 2 in order to progress those, but that’s sDll to be discussed.
John has been able to ﬁnd some of the channels reported by McWhitaker , and also conﬁrm
some of his own earlier mapping around Pedwardine, the area is seriously lacking in a lot
of exposure, but there is enough, and a few opportune excavaDons have helped things
forward here. So, he is anDcipaDng wriDng up his mapwork before the end of this year.
We have delayed the review of his work unDl November so as not to miss the best weather
in October for his ﬁeld work.
Allan Hughes and Sue Chester have been able to make good progress on PR4, and we again
are awaiDng an opportunity to undertake a review of their work, probably in November.
As menDoned Moira Jenkins along with John Payne and various parDes from the Woolhope
Club and Malvern U3A, have undertaken a series of day trips around Radnor Forest, with
teams of up to 12 people searching for fossils at speciﬁc sites where I needed to try to pin
down a Dme zone. In all they have found around 100 graptolites and other assorted fossils.
All the ﬁndings have been signiﬁcant one way or another, even when they found no fossils.
IdenDﬁcaDon of the graptolites has proved to be a problem, David Loydell at Southampton
University is the current ‘expert’ in this ﬁeld, he is very helpful but busy, to date he has ﬁred
photographs to Russia for idenDﬁcaDon.. Which is nice, but it’s a bit odd , all the experDse
is dwindling away. On the other hand Lucy Muir now has the photographs and is taking them
with her on her trip to Beijing University where she and Joe Bo>ng work from Dme to Dme
in winter. Otherwise Caroline Bu]ler at Cardiﬀ Museum has been ba>ng my fossil enquiries
all over the world for indenDﬁcaDons.
So this leaves two areas which need to be worked upon one way or another, KN1 is
relaDvely easy as this was the area surveyed by Holland in detail, so its mostly a quesDon of
repeaDng and checking some of his observaDons , and adding some where new exposures
have occurred.
The northern margin BH3 and KN2/ CL1 remains a li]le bit of a problem for the moment, I
shall visit Keyworth to copy the ﬁeld slips for the overlap from Montgomery during
November, and then see how much work needs to be done on it. So two jobs to pass over
unDl next year.
In summary, I am clear that we have a lot of data in hand and this needs to be plo]ed
onto the respecDve [original] ﬁeld slips, with notes and photographs [on CD which I can
supply you with] and perhaps a few rock samples as needed. So I am hoping that you will
each do that work during Winter and be on a posiDon to provide me with the your evidence
and observaDons on paper by the end of February 2017 , whence we said that we would
meet up.
I would hope next year to be in a posiDon to drap a hypothesis map for each of the 10 000
sheet areas, which we can then check, but once I have ﬁnished H1. Then I would like to
spend the year visiDng each of the sheet areas to check the lithology and get the sequence

and variability right across the map. At then end of next year we might then have all the
data compiled ready to drap out the 1:25 000 scale fair copy map, leading to draping the
1:50000 scale during next winter.

View of the ‘ eastern half’ of the map area from Whimble - Bucknell to extreme leT
distance, the hills are the Church Stre@on Fault zone – passing to right at Dolyhir. View
overlooks the Walton ‘Basin’ in foreground.

